We report a special phenomenon: trailing waves. They are generated by the propagation of elastic waves in plates at large frequency-thickness ( f d) product. Unlike lamb waves and bulk waves, trailing waves are a list of non-dispersive pulses with constant time delay between each other. Based on Raleigh-Lamb equation, we give the analytical solution of trailing waves under a simple assumption. The analytical solution explains the formation of not only trailing waves but also bulk waves. It helps us better understand elastic waves in plates. We finally discuss the great potential of trailing waves for nondestructive testing.
(School of Mechanical Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong University) (Dated: April 17, 2018) We report a special phenomenon: trailing waves. They are generated by the propagation of elastic waves in plates at large frequency-thickness ( f d) product. Unlike lamb waves and bulk waves, trailing waves are a list of non-dispersive pulses with constant time delay between each other. Based on Raleigh-Lamb equation, we give the analytical solution of trailing waves under a simple assumption. The analytical solution explains the formation of not only trailing waves but also bulk waves. It helps us better understand elastic waves in plates. We finally discuss the great potential of trailing waves for nondestructive testing. Bulk waves and Lamb waves are widely used in nondestructive testing for block structures and thin plates respectively [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Lamb waves are generated at small f d product while bulk waves are generated at extremely large f d product. However, the transition state between bulk and Lamb waves has rarely been studied. We have observed a special phenomenon during the detection of thick plates and called it trailing waves. Trailing waves are believed to be the transition state between bulk and Lamb waves. As shown in  FIG.1a , a 40-mm-thick aluminum plate was excited by an ultrasonic transducer with a toneburst signal with the center frequency of 3 MHz. The received signal ( see FIG.1b ) is a list of stable longitudinal pulses with constant time delay and travels at the velocity of longitudinal waves. Actually, a similar phenomenon is previously reported and generated by edge excitation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which is treated as a special case of trailing waves in this paper later.
Consider elastic waves propagating in a free plate, on the upper and lower surface of which the traction force vanishes. Equations of this problem is known as Raleigh-Lamb fre- quency relations, which can be expressed as follows:
Where h is half of the thickness d. p and q are given by
Here c T is the velocity of transverse waves, c L is the velocity of longitudinal waves and wavenumber k is equal to ω/c p , where c p is the phase velocity and ω is the circular frequency. Eqs. (1) and (2) are transcendental equations, which govern the symmetric and antisymmetric modes respectively. These equations can determine the velocities that waves propagate at within plates under a particular f d product. Traditionally, they can be solved only by numerical methods, simple though they are [13] . We believe that trailing waves are the solutions of Raleigh-Lamb equation at large f d product. Therefore, we focus on the solutions under large f d product and get the approximate analytical solutions under a simple assumption. Firstly, we consider the symmetric modes. In the dispersion curve, the nearly non-dispersive region where c p ≈ c L is considered and the region gets larger by the increasing of f d product. Based on this consideration, the value of k/ (ω/c L ) is very close to unity and Eq. (3) becomes
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (1), we can write
Where
Here σ is Poisson's ratio. Considering large f d product, we take the assumption that h ε γ is very large. This assumption will be inaccurate only in a few cases where γ is small. This limitation weakens by the increase of f d product ( h ε gets larger). Let assume that the form of solution is ph = r + is + n + 1 2 π where r and s are small. We get thattan (ph) ≈ − (r + is) −1 , which accords with the right hand side of Eq.6. The term nπ meets the periodicity of tangent function. Eq. (6) may be written as
Which gives
According to Eq. (4), the phase velocity of symmetric modes is
(10) where n represents different modes of trailing waves. The group velocity c g can be obtained by the relation c g =
. The solution of anti-symmetric modes is almost the same as above. Therefore, the phase velocity of anti-symmetric modes is
FIG . 2a and FIG. 2b show the value of c p and c g of symmetric modes as a function of f d product. The singular value of group velocity is due to numerical instability. At the region where c p ≈ c L , the group velocity arrives its local maximum. While at the region where the phase velocity changes rapidly, the group velocity approaches zero and the corresponding frequencies are called the cut-off frequencies f c . Note that the definition of trailing wave modes is quite different from the Lamb wave modes. Classical Lamb wave modes are separated by f c while trailing wave modes are determined by variable n in Eqs. (10) and (11) . Each trailing wave mode consists of a cluster of adjacent Lamb wave modes. These differences are then demonstrated by an experiment. In our experiment, the symmetric modes of trailing waves were obtained by edge excitation (FIG. 3) . Geometric symmetry excitation could eliminate the antisymmetric modes. This means the similar phenomenon previously reported as secondary signals etc. is actually the symmetric modes of trailing waves. In the timefrequency spectrogram (3c), the experimental trailing waves are consistent with the theoretical result (TS0 mode) while higher modes are obscure.
Next, the formation of trailing waves will be discussed based on the analytical solution. We will mainly analyze the symmetric modes. As expressed in Eq. (10), the modulation factor hω (MAF) and the periodic factor γ (PAF) play key roles in the formation of trailing waves. Expanding Eq. (7), we get be obtained by inverse Fourier transform of F (ω):
and Sa is sampling function. It is noted that although the negative part of time delay nt 0 has no physical meaning, the actual amplitude distribution of the pulses in the trailing waves equals to the sum of both negative and positive part, which is
Actually, Eq. (14) can not quantitatively described the amplitude distribution since the duty cycle is a qualitative description variable for c g . However, qualitative equation still has the ability to analyze the amplitude distribution of trailing waves. From Eq. (14), it can be seen that the amplitude of first pulse increases with the duty cycle. As shown in FIG.  4 , the first pulse contains the most energy of trailing waves when duty cycle approaches one, which happens at large f d product. Under this condition, the secondary pulses of trailing waves vanish and the trailing waves are simplified to longitudinal bulk waves. This indicates that Lamb waves, trailing waves and bulk waves are three kind of waves in traction-free plates that governed by Raleigh-Lamb equation. The major formative factor of these three kind of waves is the ratio of wavelength to thickness (λ /d), which determines how waves interact with boundaries (FIG.5) . The incident waves in infinite media, where boundaries have no influence on wave propagation, generate bulk waves. Trailing waves are generated when incident waves interact several times with boundaries. The waves reflecting and refracting with boundaries for infinite times generate Lamb waves. Besides Lamb waves and bulk waves, trailing waves provide a completely new way for ultrasonic-based damage detection, with unique advantages for thick plates. Generally, the detection of thick plates can be completed by surface scan of bulk waves. High resolution can be achieved by bulk waves, but the detection efficiency will be low because only a small area can be detected by single excitation. On the other hand, there will be limitations if choosing Lamb waves. Although the detection by Lamb waves can be completed rapidly, it brings great difficulties under large f d product. High frequency results in high resolution while more complex and more modes will be generated; low frequency leads to much worse resolution than bulk waves. With high excitation frequency and guided-wave-like propagation mode, trailing waves are able to achieve high resolution and high detection efficiency at the same time. Meanwhile, the disadvantage of trailing-waves-based damage detection is: a pulse train of reflection rather than a single pulse will complicate the interpretation of signals. In summary, we obtain the analytical solution of trailing waves by Raleigh-Lamb equation at large f d product. Based on PAF and MAF, we explain the formation of trailing waves and bulk waves. Compared with the symmetric modes of trailing waves that generated in the experiment, our result is validated. Based on the analysis, we find that not only Lamb waves but also trailing waves and bulk waves are governed by Raleigh-Lamb equation. Trailing waves also have great potential on resolution and detection efficiency for damage detection of thick plates.
